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Abstract: Electric supply is listed as one of the basic amenities of sustainable development in
Malaysia. Under this key contributing factor, the sustainable development goal aims to ensure
universal access to an affordable, clean, and reliable energy service. To support the generation capacity
in years to come, distributed generation is conceptualized through stages upon its implementation
in the power system network. However, the rapid establishment growth of distributed generation
technology in Malaysia will invoke power quality problems in the current power system network.
In order to prevent this, the current government is committed to embark on the development
of renewable technologies with the assurance of maintaining the quality of power delivered to
consumers. Therefore, this research paper will focus on the review of the energy prospect of both
fossil fuel and renewable energy generation in Malaysia and other countries, followed by power
quality issues and compensation device under a high renewable penetration distribution network.
The issues and challenges of distributed generation are presented, with a comprehensive discussion
and insightful recommendation on future work of the distributed generation. In accordance with
the addressed highlights in this paper, it would serve as the criterion on upcoming revolution of
distributed generation integrated along with the traditional network in Malaysia.
Keywords: distribution network and distributed generation; fossil fuel and renewable generation;
power quality disturbance and regulations; control strategies in PQ compensation device;
challenges of DG in Malaysia; RE policy and initiatives

1. Introduction
Relying on natural resources, such as fossil fuels, might not be a viable option in electricity
generation [1,2]. The main reason for this is because fossil fuels will eventually face the brink of
depletion in years to come. Under a large utilization on these resources, the contributing effects on
the carbon footprint can be very alarming to the environment [3–5]. Therefore, alternative solutions,
such as renewable sources (RESs), are introduced to support the surging demand of electricity and
at the same time, to reduce the greenhouse gas effects caused by CO2 emission [6,7]. Cost reduction,
bulking market demand, and an attractive rate of return on renewable technologies are also some of the
reasons contributing to the subsequent factor upon realizing RE as one of the prominent generations in
the grid [8,9]. In 2019, at least four countries (Denmark, Germany, Uruguay, and Iceland) met 30%
of their electricity generation based on two prominent source of renewable energy, which are solar
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generation, it would compromise the stability of the grid system, which could lead to a possible
risk of brownout or blackout. Hence, in regards to both the unavoidable high RE penetration and
intermittency, implementing power quality (PQ) compensation devices in the grid system would
resolve the addressed problems earlier [23,28,29].
Therefore, an in-depth analysis and details on the trends of fossil fuel and renewable energy
development in Malaysia and other leading countries is described in Section 2. For Section 3,
the grid integration power quality standards and issues in Malaysia are discussed within the distribution
network/distributed generation. Next, Section 4 focuses on the power quality compensation devices
in a distribution network in terms of its topology and control algorithm or technique in resolving
power quality problems, which is addressed in Section 3. Lastly, in Section 5, a critical review will be
presented to deliberate on the issues, challenges, and future recommendations of distributed generation
in Malaysia. From the mentioned reviews above, this would substantially improve the stated problem
faced in the distribution network in terms of carbon emission reduction, improving RE generation and
cost-effectiveness, and lastly to ensure the quality of power delivered within the grid system.
2. Current Global Energy Trends in Power Generation
Electricity is one of the necessities in our daily life. As the world progresses rapidly, the overall
consumption of energy increases as well. Traditionally, fossil fuel generation contributes fully on the
electricity generation to meet its demand. Under heavy consumption of fossil fuels, it eventually raises
the public awareness towards the environment on greenhouse gas effects (GHG) [30–32]. Therefore,
alternative energy sources, such as the renewables, were introduced to reduce the consumption of fossil
fuels and, at the same time, to minimize the effects of carbon emission in contributing to greenhouse
effects (GHG). Well-developed countries in the USA, Europe, Japan, and China are currently investing
in research and development of renewable technologies with the hope to make it more viable in power
generation in order to phase out fossil fuels in the future [5,27]. Focusing the direction on sustainable
development goals on affordable and clean energy (SDG 7), this could solve energy security concerns,
reducing carbon emission and improving the country’s economics [30,33].
Malaysia is a country blessed with an abundance of resources and strategically located near the
equator, which makes it hot and sunny throughout the years [14]. This has provided Malaysia with
the capability to venture into the renewable energy (RE) sector and provides more opportunities for
the country’s growth [14,20]. By introducing renewable sources to the grid, it could solve the scarcity
of fossil fuels, while at the same reducing the carbon footprint towards the environment. With the
Renewable Energy Act proposed in 2011, many initiatives were introduced to regulate the relevant
standards and establishment of green energy across the country, which includes incentives and benefits
on RE sources [34].
Currently, Malaysia has only acquired 2% of the energy harnessed from the total energy mix
on renewables, which is shown in Figure 2. The acquired percentage of renewable excludes a large
hydro generation capacity of more than 100 MW considering some of its negative impacts towards the
environment [35]. Despite this, the Malaysian government aims to achieve a target of up to 20% in the
year 2025, which amounts to 4000 MW from the current RE generation [14,36]. The main focus of the
projected energy is to reduce the dependency of fossil fuels and increase the projection of renewable
generation in the future. At present, the dependency of fossil fuels is relatively high, whereby the
overall generation of the energy mix comes mostly from gas and coal plants [14]. To sustain a higher
energy demand subsequently, Malaysia would need to take a big leap in exploring the potential of
renewable technology, especially for solar, hydro, and biomass.
In the following subsection, a comprehensive review is conducted on the present status of fossil
fuel and renewable energy in Malaysia and other leading countries. Additionally, there will be an insight
on the strategies initiated by the country’s government in promoting renewable energy and policies
that would benefit all parties and the environment through a reduction of carbon emission.
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Based on a statistical review on the world energy in 2016, the expectancy was roughly estimated to be
around 115 years on coal depletion and 50 years for oil and gases [41]. From the estimation on both
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in [39,41], it might be untrue as the energy demand varies with time depending on yearly consumption,
breakthrough of newer technology, and the lifestyle of the consumer. With an unknown expectancy of
depending on an uneven distribution on the natural resources, it may cause a negative impact towards
the economy and the purchasing ability in the market price [38]. This influences the possible outcome
of energy security vulnerability in the country.
Carbon emission has been a huge problem towards the environment and health. According to [4],
the carbon emission released by fossil fuels is the major cause of global warming. It was found by the
same author that around 93% of the greenhouse effects are contributed by the fuel combustion process
in 2011. On the current obtained data from [38], coal has the highest emission factor as compared
with the other fossil fuels followed by coke and lignite. The reason towards the large CO2 emission is
due to a lower purchasing price and higher availability of coal as compared to other fossil fuels [14].
Another reason might be the increasing energy consumption, which contributes to higher generation
needs to sustain the demand of the load of the same year. To reduce the carbon emission footprints,
some countries have looked into better fossil fuel alternatives, such as natural gases, to reduce the
carbon emission [36,37]. In 2015, the European Union also proposed implementation of a climate change
energy policy, which hopes to reduce carbon emission, dependency of single suppliers, and energy
efficiency [33]. It was reported by the Energy Commission in Malaysia [42] that Malaysia is one of
the largest gas and coal reserves due to the abundance of natural resources. With a higher energy
consumption to cover the necessities of the overall Malaysia population, the country is well-prepared
to meet its demand on a comfortable margin. Therefore, natural gas has been the largest primary
generation, which contributed 43.5% of the overall generation in 2016 [14]. However, Malaysia is
consistently coping with huge demands internally and externally, which makes the country at a higher
risk to energy security issues. Besides this, due to the increase in electricity consumption throughout the
years, this has led to an increase in carbon emission, which amounted to 250.3 million tons in 2018 [43].
The development of National Energy Policy in 1979 came into effect to serve the need for energy
in Malaysia [15]. The three identified principles of the energy objective component, which will be the
guide for the energy sectors, are supply, utilization, and environmental. This policy will promote the
effective utilization and cost effectiveness of the energy supply and at the same time minimize the
negative effects towards the environment. In seeking alternatives in reducing fossil fuel consumption,
the initiative on renewable energy comes into effect from the establishment of the National Renewable
Energy Policy in 2009, which targets the total renewable energy of 20% to the electricity generation in
2025 [42,44]. Under the joint efforts by the government and Malaysian Green Technology Corporation
(GreenTech Malaysia in Bandar Baru Bangi, Malaysia), the Low Carbon Cities Framework (LCCF)
was launched in 2011 in order to guide and assess the growth in urban cities along with the support
towards the sustainable development in Malaysia [43,45]. The main objective of LCCF is to reduce the
carbon emission from urban cities, which contribute 70% of the overall emission within the country,
which looks into the energy usage, petrol vehicles, and solid waste management. In 2018, 33.5% was
from the local authorities that had participated in the LCCF framework assessment. Under this
assessment, there were several activities proposed in reducing the carbon emission within several cities
of Malaysia. Overall, there were 19 participants from 7 different locations. The seven locations were
Majlis Bandaraya Shah Alam (MBSA), Majlis Perbandaran Klang (MPK), Majlis Perbandaran Seberang
Prai (MPSP), Majlis Perbandaran Subang Jaya (MPSJ), Majlis Perbandaran Hang Tuah Jaya (MPHTJ),
Universiti Malaya (UM), and Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), which presented on their low
carbon action plan and succeeded in reducing carbon emissions, as shown in Figure 4a,b. Through the
LCCF assessment, it was recorded that the total carbon emission from the 7 locations was reduced
to an estimated percentage of 62.35% through several initiatives, which were conducted by the local
authorities in its respective area, as shown in Figure 4b. Despite having the most initiatives conducted
through the LCCF assessment, the carbon emission reduction of the respective area (6.15%) was found
to be significantly low as compared to MPK (17.7%), MPSJ (15.1%), and MPHTJ (9%). UM was recorded
as the lowest among the 7 participating locations, which is below the average with a percentage of 1.8%.

Carbon Emission (TCO2)

of the carbon emission reduction. The initial factor would be the demographic of the sample area,
which considers the environment of work and living lifestyle that leads to a significant impact on the
energy demand. Next, the consideration of the geographical location plays an important role in
determining the feasibility of renewable technology deployment within the sample area. Lastly, more
participation from public local authorities could contribute to a larger impact in reduction of carbon
Energies
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emission
following proper energy saving tips and taking part in any environmental-related
campaign, such as recycling, planting trees, and zero-waste management.
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regulations, it will encourage the industry sector and public to play a role in the sustainability of a
cleaner energy in later years. At the moment, solar, hydro, and biomass are listed as the well-known
renewable sources in Malaysia due to the climate, abundance of raw materials, and its geographical
features. For wind generation, according to the report in [51], it is implied that an estimation of 500 to
2000 MW of electricity could be harnessed from wind energy in Malaysia, which meets the demand of
between 3.5% and 14% of power generation in the year 2020. However, it was further mentioned that
low wind speeds could only be seen throughout the year, which is lesser than 5 m/s on average [51].
The capability of wind generation could be seen during the monsoon season, which occurs only in
a certain period of the month, which varies with the geographical location of Malaysia [52]. Therefore,
it is insignificant to consider both wind and geothermal RE towards the energy mix in Malaysia.
Hence, a detailed comparative review on the trends, initiative, and breakthrough of RE, namely
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photovoltaics, hydropower, biomass, and energy, in Malaysia and other countries will be further
discussed in the subsection below.
2.2.1. Photovoltaics
Under mass production of solar photovoltaic panels (PV), the future prospects of solar generation
are taken positively throughout the renewable market and industries [8,53]. Photovoltaic technology
has been one of the potential renewable sources able to provide an affordable electricity system,
and clean and scalable technology as compared to other renewable sources [54]. At the moment,
China, Taiwan, the USA, Japan, and Germany are the leading manufacturers of solar panels in the
world [54]. In 2017, China installed 53.3% of the world’s total solar capacity, which is followed by India,
which accounts 10% of the overall generation [55,56]. This makes China one of the notable countries
specifically in solar technologies, where the country itself dominates 60% of the PV production in the
world market [50]. The prospect of solar renewables is very promising due to the declination price of raw
materials in solar production [9,50]. Hence, large-scale generation of solar -based power has started to
gain more attraction in the Middle East, North Africa, and countries within Asia [57–59]. The initiative
to promote solar energy may come in various approaches and target audiences. Benefits and incentives
given vary in different forms and places. Some initiatives and incentives to promote solar energy are
PV installation discounts, higher rates on feed-in-tariff (FiT) and net energy metering (NEM) schemes,
cost effectiveness between RE generators and utility companies, and lastly the encouragement of more
research and development in improving the existing RE technologies [54,60,61]. Table 1 shows some of
the initiatives that the governments of different countries have set to encourage the public and their
direction on solar renewables.
Solar energy has been a very well-known renewable source in Malaysia due to its annual
tropical weather [14]. With an average irradiance of 4000–5000 Wh/m2 , Malaysia is capable of
harnessing an average of 4–8 h of electricity generated from PV panels in a day [62]. In relation to
this, several initiatives have been proposed by the government to promote solar energy, such as
providing tenders on a large-scale solar (LSS) program and the introduction of roof-top solar projects in
commercial and residential areas [14,36]. LSS is an arrangement of competitive bidding to reduce the
levelized cost of energy (LCOE) under the development of PV plants [47]. Until 2019, there were three
cycles of bidding awarded by the Energy Commission, which offers up to 370–500 MW PV generation
scale [19]. Besides the LSS program, there were initiatives encouraging the public to install solar
panels on the rooftop of their houses or premises [46,63–65]. Under the roof-top installation initiatives,
it would allow any excess generation from the PV to be fed back into the grid. This eventually would
benefit in terms of increasing the transmission efficiency between the source and load, reducing fossil
generation during peak hours, and indirectly mitigating the possible risk of voltage fluctuations in
the distribution network. By introducing the two programs mentioned earlier, this would reduce
the carbon emission of the fossil fuel generation, providing more job opportunities and boosting the
country’s economy.
2.2.2. Hydropower
Hydropower is a form of renewable source that converts the flow of water to electricity.
It was recorded in 2016, whereby the hydrogeneration accounted for 71% of the total renewable
generation in the world [6]. Hence, hydropower is often being used during peak-shaving purposes
within the power grid due to its ability to respond to demand fluctuations compared with other
generation sources [66]. Besides this, the conversion efficiency of a well-operated hydropower can
reach up to 85% as the process is directly converted from a form of mechanical work (turbines) to
electricity [20]. In addition, the dams of the hydropower can be used to reserve water supplies and
flood control [6]. European countries, such as Switzerland, favor the construction of hydropower
plants due to its climate and topology, and they successfully contributed 36.4% of the total electricity
generation in 2015 [66,67].
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Table 1. Initiatives by countries in promoting solar energy.
Countries

Initiatives

Description (Country)
•

China, USA, UK

Policy

•
•
•
•
•

•
China, Germany

Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)

•
•
•
•
•

China, Japan, USA,
Germany

Subsidies, Incentives,
Benefits and Tax
Exemptions

•
•
•
•
•

Refs

Mandatory connection and purchase of policies between renewable generators
and grid companies (China)
Renewable portfolio standards on renewable source in 1978 (USA)
Renewable Energy certificate in ensuring SREC price stability (USA)
Renewable Obligation Certificate (ROC) introduced to enforce the electrical
supplier in taking in more renewable source generation (UK)
Tamil Naidu Solar Policy in 2019 on 5000 MW LSS and 9000 MW in 2023 (India)

[53,60,68,69]

Set up PV module to provide electricity for daily needs in rural areas that has no
electric grid connection under Brightness and Township
Electrification Program (China)
Free connection service for distributed PV that are located close to customer which
its installation capacity is less than 6 MW (China)
Elimination on nuclear power plant and introduce renewable energies especially
on solar energy (Germany)
Solar Home System (SHS) is introduced in 2003 to provide electricity in
Bangladesh’s remote communities (Bangladesh)
Installation of solar street lighting, rooftop PV and solar traffic lights on
main roads (India)

[53,60,70]

Discount entitlement on rooftop panels and off-grid PV installation (China)
Subsidiaries provided to all public facilities, highway rest areas and railway in
solar installation (Japan)
Tax credit policy to claim 30% of qualified expenditure for PV system owned by a
U.S. residence and taxpayers (USA)
NEM scheme to sell excessive power generated back to grid (USA)
Cash rebates to encourage PV plant in reducing the installation costs of PV (USA)
Taxpayer can claim 30% of the qualified expenditure from PV installation (USA)
Provide low interest loans and incentive for PV installation
and generation (Germany)

[18,53,68,71]
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Table 1. Cont.
Countries

Initiatives

Description (Country)
•
•
•

China, Japan, USA,
Germany, UK

Feed-in Tariff Scheme
(FiT) and Net Energy
metering Scheme (NEM)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

China, Japan, Germany,
UK

Research and
Development Program
(R&D)

•
•
•
•

Refs

Entitled tariff of (RMB1.15/kWh) on power generated to the grid (China)
FiT rates are fixed and paid to renewable generators for each kWh generated
(China)
Introduction to FiT scheme in 2011 to encourage renewable generation support to
the grid by a fixed 6% rate for 20 years (Japan)
NEM scheme on Residential PV System Dissemination Program to sell excess
generation back to the grid (Japan)
Extra generation from PV will be sent to the grid with different rates according to
states (USA)
Regulation of FiT scheme based on the installed PV capacity (Germany)
FiT scheme to increase the net saving by integrating with Green Deal (UK)
Gross metering and feed-in-tariff for rooftop solar projects and NEM rooftop solar
grid-interactive system in Gujarat (India)

[50,53,58,60,70,71]

R&D Funding on different types of solar cell to increase the efficiency of the cell
(China, Japan)
Provide investment and incentive support to the manufacturers (China)
Sunshine Project is established to promote research and development on clean
energy technology especially on solar materials (Japan)
Research focusing on environmental and affordable energy supply (Germany)
Research on non-nuclear technology sources (Germany)
Initiative SCOLAR program to spread awareness on PV research
and application (UK)
Collaboration between industries and university to make solar energy
economically reasonable (UK)

[53,58,71]
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Unfortunately, as indicated in [6], an estimated number of 546 dams were removed from the
USA in the years between 2006 and 2014. This amount kept increasing in some parts of the European
countries, which have constantly removed their dams. The reason for this is due to an unbearable cost
of dam construction, geological dependencies, and disruption of the ecological environment [2,66].
The construction of larger dams possibly serves the growing population in a high-demand urban city.
However, this causes dissatisfaction within rural communities, whereby the construction of dams would
disrupt their lands [6]. Thus, this consideration has led to a more small-scale hydropower technology.
Europe has installed a large number of small-scale hydropower under the capacity of 10 MW with low
operational cost. With the embarking potential of these smaller hydropower, it manages to supply
13 million households and manages to secure low carbon emission [2]. Run-of River (RoR) is another
type of small-scale hydropower that runs on a river, supplying electricity to its nearest consumer.
RoR benefits in terms of ecological migration of the local communities, lesser impact towards the
environment, and a high return of investment.
In 2014, hydropower was the leading RE source, with 83.24% of the RE generation capacity,
which contributes to 15.9% of Malaysia’s total energy production [20]. An average annual rainfall of
2540, 2630, and 3850 mm3 was recorded in Peninsular, Sabah, and Sarawak, making the potential
of hydropower viable in the country [2,20]. It is undeniable that hydropower plays a major role
in the country’s energy mix as one of the promising RE sources aside from solar [20]. However,
due to an improbable cost of large hydropower construction with a long period on return-of-investment,
Malaysia is looking forward to small hydro technologies at the moment [14,36]. Under the 4th to
11th Malaysian Plans, which were established in 1981 to 2020, an initiative on rural electrification
was emphasized, which aims to provide electricity via mini-hydropower for rural areas [20]. In 1982,
small hydro pilot projects were installed with the capacity of 6225 kW, ranging from 25 to 1870 kW per
unit. To promote small hydropower among private sectors, there were a few incentives proposed under
the Small Renewable Energy Program in 2001 [12]. The program focuses on having a small renewable
power plant to sell electricity to the grid with a maximum generation capacity of 10 MW. Under the
program, 87.7 MW or 30% of the projects are all based on a mini hydropower project. FiT schemes
were introduced later in 2011, which enlist Feed-in Approval Holders (FIAHs) to sell renewable energy
to the grid under a set of rates depending on the RE capacity [63].
2.2.3. Biomass and Bioenergy
It was reported in [72] that 1.6 billion tons of food and waste products are discarded annually,
with an amount of USD 2.6 trillion losses estimated across the world. As a result, the waste product
also accounts for 4.4 giga-tons of CO2 emission annually. Under circumstances where waste is beyond
control, possible ideas and methods were proposed to utilize the food wastage into something more
significant and to reduce food wastage at the same time. Hence, to provide an answer to the following
problem, bioenergy has been introduced to reduce wastage problems. Bioenergy is one of the strategies
adopted by most countries, which turns organic waste product into a form of energy in supporting
the daily needs whether in the transportation sector, generation of electricity, or in a form of heating
application [73,74]. The process of thermochemical conversion produces biofuel, which is commonly
used for transportation fuels. Biogases that are often used for electricity generation are converted by
biochemical decomposition from the organic waste [75]. Through this method, the processed product in
the form of fuels and gases could be utilized by the consumer. Bioenergy is categorized as a renewable
source, which requires a combustion process to generate electricity, which bears a similar characteristic
to conventional fossil fuels. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency [76] in 2012,
Europe and North and South America have 85% of the total capacity installed globally, which represents
a figure of 1.2% of the total generation capacity in the world in 2010. At the moment, bioenergy has
contributed more than 2 MW of the total generation capacity in 2016 [74]. In Europe, several policies
have been made that hope to fulfil the sustainability on their Renewable Energy Directives in 2009
and to encourage more deployment of renewables in Europe [17].The notable mentions of this policy
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specify the requirements and scheme of bioenergy under this policy to maintain the sustainability of
the environment. Biofuels are required to meet the minimum GHG savings of 35% as compared to
fossil fuels, which increased from 50% in 2017, followed by 60% in 2018. The policy mentioned the
sustainability of GHG saving criteria for biogases under the installation capacity of 0.5 MW in 2020 [17].
Aside from a restriction on carbon emission, the policy includes benefits and initiatives to encourage
the use of bioenergy sources, which propose the FiT and FiP (feed-in-premium) scheme as well as
providing tenders and grants on renewable sources [17]. With this, the policy enforcement on carbon
emission aims to ensure the sustainability of the environment and at the same time, to encourage more
RE sources to grow in the country.
Malaysia produces 168 million tons of organic waste per annum, which includes palm oil, rubber,
sugarcane, and coconut waste [14,73]. Being one of the largest palm oil producers globally, Malaysia
produces 71.3 million tons of waste solely based on palm oil [73]. With an abundance of organic
waste from the agriculture plantations, biomass was introduced as one of the major RE generations in
Malaysia. Biomass accounted for 1.8% of the total energy mix generation of Malaysia in 2010. To date,
Malaysia has a total capacity of 104.45MW of biomass power plants successfully installed across the
country [12]. Waste-to-energy (WTE) initiatives were one of the concepts introduced by the government
in converting waste products into steam to power the turbines. The initiative tends to mitigate landfill
problems and at the same time, to preserve the environment [36]. From this, the prospect of bioenergy
in Malaysia is favorable in RE generation.
3. Power Quality Issues in Grid-Integrated Renewable Energy Sources (RESs)
The ineffective power delivered to the consumer is often associated with power quality issues.
As more renewable sources are integrated along with the traditional grid system, power quality
problems are more distinct if it remains unattended [77,78]. Consequently, with a rapid establishment
of distributed generation without proper planning, there might be possibilities of over- or
under-generation from the renewable sources to the grid [32,79]. Solar renewable is one of the
heavily environment-dependent RE generations as it could only achieve its maximum generation
point in a certain period of time. This makes solar generation very unreliable in achieving constant
generation as compared to hydro and biomass. Renewable penetration refers to the ratio of renewable
generation with respect to the total energy generation. The penetration level is observed to be more
precipitable when it is above 15% [54]. At the moment, the problem of inconsistent RE generation is
still a concern to the electrical utility in scheduling the primary generation capacity, especially within
the residential areas. The term duck-curve comes into place, whereby in the afternoon, the generation
of PV achieves its highest peak to a lower load demand; likewise, lower PV generation when there is
a high demand in load [80]. Under circumstances, if there were a large number of installed rooftop PVs
in the residential area, it would lead to a major breakdown due to voltage instability. Aside from the
penetration level, PVs are also prone to intermittency issues. Under circumstances of undetermined
climate conditions and sudden changes in weather conditions, this causes voltage fluctuation or flickers
in the grid. Intermittency of renewable generation could be predictable based on the average weather
climate in a day; however, it may not be possible for sudden power dispatching to meet the demand of
the load.
Hence, the enforcement of power quality standards was introduced, which serves as a guideline
to prevent any possible effects of unwelcome events from occurring within the grid network and
the grid integration of renewable sources. The common power quality regulations and disturbances,
which are shown in Figure 5, within an RE interconnected distribution system will be discussed in the
subsection below.
3.1. Voltage and Frequency Regulations
The nominal range for the LV supply in Malaysia would be 230/400 V with a tolerance of +10%,
−6%, which follows the MS IEC 60038 standards [81]. The nominal frequency (50 Hz) on the same
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[85]. Voltage sag often causes tripping issues, overheating of inductive equipment,
3.2.interruption
Voltage Disturbance
flickering of light, and damage to sensitive electronic device. On the other hand, voltage swell leads to
In distribution networks or a distributed generation, the most encountered power quality issues
overheating of equipment and damage to the insulators, especially transmission cables. If the problem
are voltage interruption, voltage sag, and voltage swell [79]. As defined in IEEE 1159-1995 [80,81],
persists for a longer period of time, this will lead to longer voltage dynamic variation of the sustained
voltage sags and swell are a type of power quality problem that occur when there is an increase or
interruption, and over- and undervoltage concerns [84]. Thus, an overall summary of the PQ issues of
decrease of its root mean square within a half cycle to a minute. A short decrease in power supply or
voltage sag, swell, and interruption is presented in Table 2.
load current to less than 10% of the nominal voltage in less than one minute is often classified as an
interruption
[82]. Voltageofsag
often
causes tripping
issues,interruption,
overheating
of inductive
equipment,
Table 2. Summarization
voltage
disturbance
issues on voltage
fluctuation,
sag, and
swell.
flickering of light, and damage to sensitive electronic device. On the other hand, voltage swell leads
Description
Magnitude
Duration
Refs.
to overheating
of equipment Causes
and damage to the insulators,
especially transmission
cables.
If the
Fault occurs at the feeder or loose
Reduction of r.m.s
problem
persists for a longer period of time, this will lead to longer voltage
dynamic
variation
of the
Interruption
Less than
a minute
[84,86]
connection in wiring
voltage at least 0.9 p.u.
sustained interruption,
and
overand
undervoltage
concerns [81]. Thus, an overall summary of the
Fault occurrence within power
of r.m.s
PQ issues
ofSag
voltage sag,
swell,
andorinterruption
isReduction
presented
in Table 2.0.5 cycle to a minute
Voltage
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network
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switching of heavy load or motor
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[83,84]
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off largedisturbance
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Table 2. Summarization
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issues on
voltage
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Description
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Magnitude
Duration
voltage magnitude
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Refs.
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[80,81]
protect the inverter [88]. load
However,
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Environment-dependent RE technology, such as solar and wind, is prone to the effects of voltage
fluctuations. Therefore, when there is fluctuation present in the grid, overvoltage relay will trip off
to protect the inverter [85]. However, for this reason, this would not be feasible as it would indirectly
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3.3. Harmonics
Voltage source converters (VSCs), variable frequency drives (VFDs), and uninterruptable power
systems (UPSs) are examples of the common non-linear loads that present in the distributed generation
system. The behavior of drawing a non-sinusoidal current exhibited by the non-linear loads will
invoke the presence of harmonics. Electrical harmonics waveform is a period of wave consisting of
a fundamental frequency of either voltage or current, which results in the production of a waveform
distortion under repetitive waveforms under multiple frequencies [91]. By applying the Fourier series
analysis, a mathematical representation of the harmonic sequence is shown in (1) [92]:
y(t) = Y0 +

hX
=∞

√
Yh 2 sin(hωt − ϕh )

(1)

h=1

where Y0 is the value of the fundamental frequency of either the voltage or current; Yh is the root mean
square value of the harmonic order of h; ω is the angular frequency, which is also represented by 2πf;
and ϕh is the displacement of the harmonic component when t = 0. The presence of harmonics can
cause damage to the equipment in the grid system. Overheating of the equipment and cable wires is
one of the effects of harmonic distortion [93]. In the grid system, the most significant causes of the
harmonic are due to the operation of the non-linear device or loads [33,94]. The characterization of the
harmonic waveform is presented in a ratio, which is often represented with the term of “total harmonics
distortion” or THD level. Total harmonic distortion is often expressed in the form of either voltage
or current, vTHD and iTHD. The following equations of the THDs are presented in (2) and (3),
respectively [95]:
v
t
V22 + V32 + V42 + · · · . . . Vn2
vTHD(%) = 100% ×
(2)
V12
v
t
I22 + I32 + I42 + · · · . . . In2
(3)
iTHD(%) = 100% ×
I12
Different devices or applications will have a certain permittable tolerance of the level of harmonics
to ensure the effects of voltage or current harmonics would not cause any disruption or damage to the
grid system and devices. The permissible THD in the Malaysian distribution grid system follows the
standards of IEC 61000-3-4, IEC 61000-3-6, and IEEE 519-91 [91]. The following permissible THD for
current is shown below in Table 3. As for bus voltages, which lie between the range of 0.23–69 kV,
the permissible voltage THD should be lower than 5% at the point of common coupling (PCC) [91].
Table 3. Permissible Total Harmonics Distortion for current in the Malaysian distribution network.
Order

Odd

Even

Harmonics Level

Allowable THD (Current)

Ref.

3–9
11–15
17–21
23–33
2–8
10–32

<4%
<2%
<1.5%
<0.6%
<1%
<0.5%

[91]

3.4. Power Factor
The permissible lagging power factor in the Malaysian distribution system states that the power
factor in industries and commercial taking in a supply of less than 33 kV should be more than 0.85
and a supply of more than 132 kV should maintain its power factor at 0.9 [96]. This is to ensure that
there will be no penalty imposed to the industry players, subsequently prolonging the lifespan of
the equipment. Normally, in residential loads within the distribution system, the power factor is
not a huge concern as the resistive loads are larger compared to inductive loads. According to [97],
the implementation of a more renewable source in a distribution network contributes to a significant
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drop in the power factor. Under a high penetration level of renewable sources, the excess generation
will inject more active power into the grid system, which indirectly causes the change in the reactive
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DVR is one of the robust power compensation devices as it can operate on two methods [103].
The first method is the reactive power injection technique, which is based on the load current angle.
Despite this, the reactive power technique is not very appealing as the effect could be more significant if
only the injected voltage is high. The second method is the active compensation technique, which could
solve voltage fluctuation immediately by in-phase boosting from the energy storage. However,
this method is expensive compared to the reactive injection technique. In recent advancements of
DVR, a few improvements have been done in improvising the topology and improving the robustness
of this compensation device. In [102], the work focused on the modification of a conventional DVR
to be integrated along with a grid-connected solar system. The proposed work replaced the existing
energy storage with PV panels to perform active compensation to solve single and three-phase fault
within the grid system. It was concluded in the work that the proposed DVR topology successfully
maintained the voltage level of the system at a value that is close to the nominal voltage level with an
acceptable current THD level. In another work by [104], an interline DVR topology was presented,
which combined two DVR in an adjacent feeder within the same network. On this configuration,
it benefits in terms of a cost reduction of having two Vdc and a better power flow between two DVRs
without any energy storage utilization via active compensation. Unfortunately, this configuration
could not perform well on conditions of heavy over- or undervoltage due to the lack of an energy
storage system.
4.2. Shunt PQ Compensator
The Static VAr Compensator is one of the prominent FACTS devices that uses the shunt
compensation technique to maintain the stability of the voltage and offers power factor correction in
a grid system [101,105]. The construction of the Static VAr Compensator device consists of a coupling
transformer, which responds to an economic criterion at a higher voltage and to suppress the presence of
current harmonics, followed by the thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR), fixed capacitor (FC), or a thyristor
switched capacitor (TSC) in absorbing or injecting reactive power during compensation. There were
also other shunt configurations, such as the thyristor switched reactor (TSR), where the reactor is
placed before the switches. The working principle of the thyristor-controlled switches is that they are
adjusted based on the firing angle, α, which varies from 90◦ to 180◦ to control the variation of the
current in each half cycle [106]. There were also configurations, such as TSR and TSC, which only turn
on by a 90◦ firing angle and off on a 180◦ firing angle. With only two mode of operation on TSR, it has
limited scope of application as to compared to TCR. The main advantage of TSR is because it generates
no harmonics unlike TCR, which invokes odd harmonics [107]. According to [108], TCR-FC benefits in
terms of a larger operating range in reactive power generation due to the large increase of the branch of
FC, unlike TSC, which only provides a limited number of steps or branches less than four depending on
the number of the capacitor bank [107]. On the other hand, TSC benefits from rapid switching of larger
capacitor banks in maintaining the stability of voltage instantly as compared to mechanical switches
with lesser wear and tear. To yield a better result in power quality compensation, the combination on
all shunt branches TSC, TCR/TSR, and FC is constructed to complement one another [108]. With the
combination of TCR/TSR-TSC-FC on an SVC, as shown in Figure 7a, it could provide larger reactive
power generation, good estimation of reactive power compensation based on selective switching steps
from TSC, and lower power losses in the network. From the projection of costing analysis, this would
significantly lower the capital costs on equipment sizing on losses and lower maintenance costs based
on its previous configurations on SVC technologies [107,109].
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system [118,129]. Unfortunately, as the present grid system is more inclined towards non-linear
model, which continuously computes the new parameter that will be updated to the process model
loads and intermittence from RES, the direct adaptive approach is not capable of evaluating the
dynamic response from the network under non-parametric uncertainties [121]. Thus, an indirect
adaptive approach is more in favor in a grid-interconnected RES. In [120], a comparison study on
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the performance of two control techniques, which are the indirect model reference adaptive control
(MRAC) and adaptive PI on a STATCOM in a grid-integrated wind energy system during the events
of faults at the PCC. It was observed from the proposed work that MRAC surpasses the adaptive
PI control technique in achieving a faster clearance time with less overshoot. Another work in [129]
revolves on the drawback of the power converters, which are bound to dwell-time constraints that
cause the model to remain active before it could switch to another mode of operation. Eventually,
this would lead to slower switching of the power converters [130]. Therefore, the following work has
adopted the piecewise affine (PWA) system along with both adaptive control (direct and indirect) to
minimize the dwell-time constraints of converters, which eventually guarantees a faster switching,
convergence on all parameter and tracking errors to zero. Aside from the above mentioned, the ACS
control technique is also commonly found in the application of a boost converter [131] and grid-tied
PV inverters [132].
4.4.3. Model Predictive Control (MPC)
Model predictive control is one of the non-linear control techniques that performs optimization
on the predicted future output in the process system. In general, the MPC control technique has
a distinct advantage in terms of robustness, simplicity, and dealing with uncertainties on a multivariable
system. MPC works on both the set models, which are the finite control (FCS) and continuous control
(CCS). The working principle of FCS considers the single switching state in a sampling period under
different switching frequencies, which indirectly invokes a large power ripple and higher THD and
switching losses. Unlike CCS, which operates based on a predictive direct power control under a
fixed single switching frequency, it offers a better steady-state performance with a lower THD as
compared to FCS [122,123,133]. A study on the control scheme improvement of a DSTATCOM was
conducted by [134] in mitigating the harmonics problem on an LV distribution network under a heavy
non-linear load condition. FCS-MPC is proposed in this work, enhancing the existing technique to
offer better robustness and flexibility of the FACTS control scheme. The work yields good results in
terms of harmonics reduction and power factor correction without having the needs of energy storage
for the D-STATCOM. In another work conducted by [133], two main groups of MPC control techniques
(finite and continuous) were evaluated based on their performance and design for an induction
machine. From the comparative study conducted, it was shown that both FCS and CCS exhibits a
good dynamic performance in retaining all of the system parameters within its limit. In a detailed
comparison of both of the MPC control techniques from the work, MPC-FCS outshines MPC-CCS
regarding the performance of torque capability under high speed levels. However, the weightage of
the work conducted based on the two-control scheme is not equitable as the parameter of the outer
loop is leaning towards an advantage of the MPC-FCS. Nonetheless, MPC-CCS still leads MPC-FCS
in terms of a lower computational burden, which eventually contributes to a lower cost and faster
decision process. The following application of MPC is also present in RE-based AC microgrids for
VSI [135] and high-penetration grid-interconnected RES with BESS [136].
4.4.4. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
To deal with parametric uncertainties during the events of power quality disturbances, artificial
intelligence is one of the distinguished control techniques, which excels in the adaptive learning
approach, robust application, and guarantees optimal solutions under a non-linear system. The control
technique of an AI can be categorized into two techniques, which are the optimization and
classification-based techniques. The following concepts and examples for both AI techniques are
shown in Table 5 below.
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Table 5. Concept and examples of optimization and classification Artificial Intelligence control technique.

Concept

Optimization

Classification

A process to determine the best achieved value or
parameter from the addressed objective

A set of distinct features or parameter can be
characterized through a classifier which is relevant to
the addressed objective.

•
Application in grid systems
interconnected with primary
supply, RES or energy storage
systems

Outcome

Notable Example

•

Self-tuning of the controller by attaining the
best performance of work in dealing high
penetration of RES, energy storage and
primary generation [137].
Further optimization of the classification AI
control technique through hybrid approach
in grid-connected applications [138].

•

•

Classification of different PQ disturbance in the
grid system especially in grid-connected
RES [124]
Determine the parametric operational range for
controllers in a hybrid power system [139].

Optimization method offers feasible solution in
subsidizing uncertainties and able to achieve
convergence in most cases of a control system.
However, the computational speed varies in
accordance to the type or method used for the
optimization technique

Classification technique offers robustness and
simplicity for a process control design and good
performance in achieving convergence of a system.
On the other hand, this technique has lacks
adaptability and heavy uncertainties in obtaining the
parameter or values within the system.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Heuristic
Metaheuristic

Artificial Neural Network (ANN/NN)
Fuzzy Logic (FL)
Support Vector Machine (SVM)

From the table above, it reviews eminent studies on the two AI technique, which are based
on several research works related to PQ disturbance in a grid-interconnected RES and energy
storage systems. From the outcome of both the classification and optimization technique, it can be
concluded that:
•
•
•

Under a non-linear condition, convergence is met on both AI control techniques.
In terms of the computational process, it varies depending on the technique used to further
optimize the objective function.
A hybrid technique is required to narrow down the uncertainties in the parameter or value in
order to improve the accuracy and a faster computational process of the system.

In addition to the above mentioned, there are numerous works that incorporate the AI technique
in FACTS device [140–142], MPPT [125,143], and hybrid non-linear control strategies [120,139],
which are present within the DG/distribution network.
4.4.5. Sliding Mode Control (SMC)
To handle systems that are non-linear under an uncertainty condition, SMC is one of the best
methods that provides fast convergence in achieving stability [118]. The control scheme involves the
selection of a sliding manifold and derivation of control signals on the reaching, existence, and stability
condition. The working principle of SMC is based on the sliding movement between two input values
until the system approaches the sliding manifold to converge with the origin, which is portrayed in
Figure 13 [144,145].
Previously, SMC would require different switching frequencies in its mode of operation,
which leads to more harmonics problems. In regards to the grid-interconnection RES, SMC are
also prone to a high chattering magnitude due to the effects of renewable intermittency [146,147].
Therefore, there are notable works on improving the drawback of the SMC control technique by fixing
a constant switching frequency through deployment of a dual loop control structure along with the
conventional PI controller [147]. In order to mitigate the chattering problem of SMC, integration of
a higher order SMC via the combination of two sliding controls and a robust exact differentiator (RED)
in a STATCOM was proposed by [145] within an IEEE 14-bus under different loading conditions.
From the work concluded, the proposed control scheme is able to eliminate chattering caused by
external disturbance and improve the overall transient stability of the system. Another work on the
performance analysis SMC in a DVR is presented by [148], which focuses on the performance of the
mentioned PQ compensation device in resolving different types of voltage sag issues. The proposed
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it is certainly challenging as the expectancy of dominating the overall fossil fuel generation is most
likely not possible at the moment. Due to that, the current RE technologies could only shave off the
peak demand of the primary generation during the peak hours. The prominent renewables in Malaysia,
especially solar, hydro, and biomass, which contributes to an overall of 2% on its total generation
capacity, is relatively low to sustain the forecast energy demand in later years. Thus, at the moment,
it is expected that fossil fuels will still be the main generation to support most of the load demand.
In this section, a critical review on the challenges of stagnation and setbacks of RES and power
quality disturbance within the grid-interconnected RES or DG in Malaysia is presented thoroughly.
On the above mentioned, a brief suggestion is presented on the future work in the distributed
generation/distribution network, which welcomes the upcoming technology of electric vehicles and
smart grids in the current grid system.
5.1. Public Awareness
According to the survey conducted by [155], it was found that most Malaysians are aware of the
importance of renewables as an alternative source in replacing conventional fossil fuel generation.
A high fraction of 98.8% of respondents agreed that the impact of having a renewable source could
bring a positive impact towards the environment in terms of carbon emission and global warming.
Unfortunately, it was recorded that 50.6% of respondents were unaware regarding the efforts or
initiatives of the government in enhancing the implementation on RE technologies. This indicates
the lack of exposure by the government towards public awareness in promoting renewable energy.
In regard to the topic earlier, it was found that the costs of installing a renewable source are not cheap,
which was agreed with by 80.7% of the respondents. For this reason, the current government should
reassess the policy and its initiative to encourage the public in partaking in the roadmap, which aligns
with the current RE technology in the country. On this purpose, the initiative could include several
points by:
•

•

•

•

STEM Program—Promote awareness on renewables to young children, students, and teachers
to encourage them to be involved in any CSR projects that are relevant to any topic on science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM).
R&D Investment—Initiate more funding and investment in the R&D projects, which aims to
improvise the performance, efficiency, and cost reduction of RE technologies. The points could
be strengthened by providing a more detailed set of rules or pricing on grid assessments and by
reducing the hassle in license applications [156].
Gamification Technology—Introducing the gamification element, which includes a rewarding
process in terms of vouchers, prizes, coupons, or discounts that are related to any RE technology
and energy saving [157]. This could encourage the public the be more aware of the trends and
current advancements of renewable energy, which indirectly contributes to the economic growth
and relevant initiatives of the country.
Digital Advertising—Engagement on social media platforms, such as WhatsApp, Facebook,
or Telegram, to promote the benefits of RE technology in Malaysia and other countries.
Through social media, it would be easier to obtain and share information from a single click on the
device [155]. In the recent advancement of social media technologies, there are options to scope
the target audience, which is specifically categorized by their demographic and geographical
location. By getting the appropriate target audience, it would benefit the RE industry in promoting
their product to the potential customers.

5.2. Economic and Cost Considerations
Commercializing RE is not an easy task, especially within larger-scaled generation due to high
operating costs with a lower return on investment. Therefore, the government is keen to look into
RE generations, which are easily available, suitable to the climate of the country, have cleaner energy,
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and are cheaper with a feasible return of cost in a short period. A small-scaled technology is introduced
in the distribution network that fits these criteria, such as the roof-top-solar and small hydro and
pilot projects on biomass. In an effort to attract more potential customers and industry players,
the government has implemented several policies to promote the RE initiatives [12,158].
•

•

•

For the rooftop solar program, one of the constraints is due to the low rates proposed on the FiT
scheme. This results in a longer payback period of the investors to achieve its return-of-investment
(ROI). In addition, the overall cost does not include the operational and maintenance cost of the
installation on roof-top solar over the period of 21 years [63,158]. Therefore, net energy metering
(NEM) was proposed to stimulate the Malaysia Renewable Energy uptake in 2018 [46]. Unlike the
previous FiT scheme, NEM allows the users to use the electricity first and if there is any excess
generation, it will be fed into the grid.
The cost of building a hydropower plant is more expensive than developing a thermal power plant
due to its huge capital investment [20]. The higher loan refunding and cost overrun has put most
of the hydro developers under a heavy pressure. Therefore, the mini hydro plant was introduced
under the rural electrification program, which targets the development of rural areas in Malaysia.
Mini hydro power generation is often placed in some areas, which are far from the location of the
load demand [36]. This causes a huge loss on operation cost and is not economically viable on its
return of investment. Apart from this, there was a lack of support from private sectors towards
the development of small hydropower projects. Hence, the Malaysian government is keen and
proactive in providing more research funds and expertise in bringing the potential of mini hydro
power to a higher level
As for biomass generation, a relatively high investment cost is required to establish a
generation plant. According to [159], the expected payback period would take around 5 years,
which was heavily disapproved by the palm oil millers (POME) in developing a biomass power
plant within their mills. Additionally, the palm oil mill itself is able to generate sufficient electricity
from their own boiler and turbines. This eventually leads to the stagnant growth of biomass in
Malaysia. Through initiatives in the Biomass Development Plan in 2016, Sabah and Sarawak
aimed to be the leading state in terms of biomass generation. With the abundant resource, which
was up to 43.5 million dry tons of raw material, this would boost the capacity of renewable
generation to 20% by the year 2025. The center of attraction of the biomass generation is mainly
through an attractive FiT rate, which encourages more palm oil millers to generate their own
electricity and at the same time, sustaining the demand on the grid.

Aside from the discussion earlier, the government could provide a more affordable loan to
the public or industries by reducing the interest rate of banks on any installments involved in any
installation in renewable technologies. Hence, the support from the government is important in
bringing up the prospect of renewable energy, more investment opportunities, and at the same time,
providing more jobs to the locals in elevating the gross national income (GNI) of Malaysia.
5.3. Geographical Location
Through initiatives of promoting renewable energy sources especially on hydropower, there were
several drawbacks, which makes the growth of hydropower stagnant for the past few years. For small
hydro generation, only the local community located near the plant could benefit from the generation
source. Any load located far from the plant will not be able to receive it as the generation capacity is
fairly low. Considerations to construct a hydro plant might require a certain landscape or terrain to
maximize the potential of water flow. Hence, the growth of hydro generation within the distribution
network is constricted within areas with constant water flow. To obtain higher generation, it would
require larger hydropower and dams to cope with the load demand consistently. In exchange, this will
result in deforestation and a loss of home of the local communities. To improve the current hydropower
generation and breaking the landscape constraints, the following research studies were conducted:
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Pico Hydropower—Both works [160,161] proposed a pico-hydro technology that utilizes rainwater
to harvest energy. The work implementation was set within urban houses and buildings to
accommodate the load demand, which is lesser than 5 kW.
Hybrid Hydropower—Hybrid hydropower generation offers the combination of two or more
different sources either from renewable or fossil fuel generation. The combination of the hybrid
RES could be integrated either with solar or biomass, which would be able to sustain the demand
of the grid system either during rainy or sunny weather.
Turbine Selection and Improvement—A proper selection of a hydro turbine with a tweak
improvement in its structural design could improve the generation efficiency of a mini hydro power.

5.4. Improvement of Fault and Voltage Fluctuation Detection Scheme in a Non-Linear Control Scheme
Presently, there were numerous studies conducted in a FACTS device that focused in replacing the
existing control scheme (linear control) with a more adaptive and robust controller (non-linear control)
as discussed in Section 4. Towards achieving a better evaluation of the control system, the detection
scheme plays an important role in estimating, deciding, and differentiating any PQ disturbance
that happens within the grid-interconnected RES system. By having a detection scheme, it would
reduce the imprecise computation of the control scheme in determining the possible occurrence
of power quality disturbance. In the past, the conventional detection scheme would only provide
detection of a lower fault condition, whereby some of it requires a higher computational process to
improve the accuracy and larger localization on fault or fluctuation detection in the grid system [124].
Unfortunately, this leads to a higher computational burden and complexity of the system. At the
moment, the detection scheme for grid-interconnected RES is still not fully developed as compared to
the existing fault detection. The reason is due to the unpredictable behavior of the RES, which also
includes several internal factors, such as partial shading, degradation, and contamination of the
RES [125]. Therefore, several improvisation detection methods have been identified from various
studies that have been conducted; which are the data driven [162,163], process model [164–166],
and knowledge based [167,168], as shown in Figure 14. From the overall objective of the proposed
detection scheme, it could offer better accuracy, simplicity, and a faster computation as compared to the
conventional detection method. In the following subsection below, two stages of the detection scheme
process are explained on the grid-interconnected PV module, whereby the parameter formulation of
both the fault and PV behavior along with an overview of the representation of the process on the
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5.4.1. First Stage of the Detection Scheme (Parameter and Behavioral Study of Fault and RES in a
Grid System)
In this improvised detection scheme, the network and DG will be studied beforehand in order
to gather more parameters, knowledge understanding, and training sets for further computation of
the characteristic and behavior on the fault, intermittency, and other possible factors that could affect
the performance of the control scheme. Afterwards, the gathered parameters will be formulated in a
form of equations or knowledge representation, which can be perceived by the detection scheme.
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5.4.1. First Stage of the Detection Scheme (Parameter and Behavioral Study of Fault and RES
in a Grid System)
In this improvised detection scheme, the network and DG will be studied beforehand in order to
gather more parameters, knowledge understanding, and training sets for further computation of the
characteristic and behavior on the fault, intermittency, and other possible factors that could affect the
performance of the control scheme. Afterwards, the gathered parameters will be formulated in a form
of equations or knowledge representation, which can be perceived by the detection scheme. Therefore,
the following formulated conditions for PQ disturbances and internal factors on degradation and
contamination are as shown below.
•

Balanced and Unbalanced Fault Condition—The presence of fault has been very common in the
power system network, regardless of traditional or grid-interconnected with RES/energy storage.
Effects caused by the presence of fault causes voltage interruption, sag, or swell. The formula
to calculate short-circuit current (S.C.) for both balance (B.F.) and unbalance fault (U.B.F.) are as
shown in Equations (7) and (8) [169]:
Iij (F) =

Iij0,1,2

•

=

Vi ( F ) − V j ( F )
Zij

(F)
Vi0,1,2 (F) − V 0,1,2
j
Z0,1,2
ij

(7)

(8)

where i and j are the sending and receiving end, Z is the line impedance from the sending to
receiving end, and V is the voltage on both the sending and receiving end. For an unbalanced
fault, the number 0, 1, 2 indicates a zero, positive, and negative sequence, respectively.
PV Shading—PV shading has been an unavoidable phenomenon, which is caused by a sudden
change in the environment due to clouds or rainy conditions. This will lead to voltage fluctuation,
which causes inefficient generation of the maximum power from PV panels. The following
formulation of the voltage string module shading is as shown in (9) and the current array under
shading in (10) [170]:
nms
X
Vms_y =
V y_x
(9)
X =1

Iarray (V ) =

nmp
X

Imsy (V )

(10)

y=1

•

where nms and nmp are the number of modules for series and parallel, j is the sum of voltage of
the nms modules, and Vms and Ims are both the voltage and current of the PV module in the
matrix form of x = row (series) and y = column (parallel), respectively.
Degradation and Contamination—Degradation defines the deterioration of the lifespan of the
RES over a period of time. On the other hand, contamination describes the presence of impurities
on the RES, which are caused by external events due to interferences caused by human or the
environment. This, however, reduces the efficiency of the RES. At the moment, there is no exact
formula for degradation or contamination because the following problems are heavily affected by
various factors, such as the durability, performance, and effectiveness rate, of the PV panels by
the manufacturers. Therefore, one of the conventional methods to calculate the degradation and
contamination rate is based on the time varying parameter, which is shown in (11):

 t+1
X P(t) − P(t + 1) 

D and C = 1 − 

P(t)
t,0

(11)
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where t is the time period either in monthly or annually, and P(t) is the power generated for this
time period. The degradation and contamination rate will stop when the value reaches zero.
In the proposed detection scheme, the effects of degradation or contamination (D & C) should
be one of the benchmarks that indicates the current state of the PV condition and is not to be
mistaken as one of the PQ disturbances.
From the formulation of the mentioned disturbance, the following considerations will be set into
the decision model of the detection scheme for further evaluation based on the real-time parameter
extraction from the grid system. The following process flow will be discussed in the next subsection.
5.4.2. Second Stage of Detection Scheme (Process Flow)
After the first stage of the detection scheme, the flow-of-work as shown in Figure 15 starts by
sampling the grid input or parameter to either one (a, b or c) of the mentioned detection strategies.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Data-Driven Detection Scheme: For the data-driven detection scheme, a training algorithm along
with the pre-set data are taken to compare with the input value from the grid. The input value
that is closest (NN) or abnormality (principle component analysis) to the pre-defined value
in the training set will be selected as the output value to determine the presence of voltage
fluctuation or fault.
Process Model Detection Scheme: The process block will be modelled with an actuator and sensor
in order to perform the comparison of the input values from grid. At this stage, the process model
will consistently log the input data from the grid and compare it with output to generate
the residues, which then will be used to decide on the detection or presence of voltage
fluctuation or fault.
Knowledge-Based Detection Scheme: Knowledge-based rules are formed by determining the
state condition of the input parameters first from the grid. The initial step or fuzzification will
convert the input values from the grid into forms of graphs (membership function). Afterwards,
the membership function will be evaluated through the set of rules in different logic operators.
Lastly, the output from the fuzzy is then de-fuzzified to obtain a crisp value, which will decide if
there is a presence of voltage fluctuation or fault.
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From the generated output of the detection scheme, it will repetitively check on any changes in
the input parameter, rules, conditions, or decision. Any voltage fluctuation or fault that is present
within the grid system will trigger the respective condition. Next, the output from the detection
scheme process will then be fed into the respective control scheme for further computation, which
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From the generated output of the detection scheme, it will repetitively check on any changes in
the input parameter, rules, conditions, or decision. Any voltage fluctuation or fault that is present
within the grid system will trigger the respective condition. Next, the output from the detection scheme
process will then be fed into the respective control scheme for further computation, which corresponds
accordingly to the PQ losses. The computation of the control scheme earlier will translate the output
in the form of pulses, which triggers the power electronic switches for PQ compensation. Therefore,
this improvised detection scheme has addressed improvements in determining the stochastic behavior
of the solar RES and fault detection in quantifying the exactness of disturbance in order to enhance
further the computation process and decision for the control scheme.
5.5. Limitation and Substitution of FACTS Device on Grid-Interconnected RES/DG
The FACTS device is undeniably one of the best power compensation devices, which is commonly
found within the transmission or distribution network. Therefore, power compensation devices, such as
series and shunt FACTS devices, are deployed within the power network. As weather changes rapidly,
sometimes within a split second, a faster computational control technique is proposed to mitigate
the problem, which is discussed earlier in Section 4. However, in a distribution system especially
within the residential area, the effects of reactive power compensation of the shunt FACTS might be
less significant as most of the household loads are resistive [171]. With a larger current draw during
compensation, it would indirectly cause overheating in the cable or equipment. Therefore, an active
power compensation or series FACTS devices, such as DVR or static synchronous series compensator
(SSSC), could provide a better option in handling voltage fluctuation problems within the distribution
grid system. Apart from the series FACTS, there are other selections on the PQ compensation technique,
which provides a better control response, compensation performance, and lower implementation cost.
The following examples are as shown below:
•

•

•

•

Energy Storage Configuration: Battery energy storage system or BESS is one of the methods to
maintain the voltage level by charging during peak hours (PV penetration). Currently, there are
two possible ways for a battery to operate when it is fully charged. The first method would
be grid support through active or reactive power compensation, as shown in Figure 16 [172].
Another way to utilize the battery is by supporting the household loads during the peak
demand [173]. BESS could offer PQ compensation on all voltage disturbances (fluctuation, sag,
swell, over- and undervoltage), peak shaving, and back-up supply if there is any breakdown in
the grid system.
Solid-State Transfer Switch: The basic concept of solid-state transfer switch (SSTS) by having
two sources of generation (primary and back up), which operates based on the mode of control on
the power electronics switches. In a normal condition, the main source will supply normally to
the load. However, if a power disturbance occurs in the network, such as the voltage sag or swell,
the backup supply will turn on instead of the primary source. In STSS, only one switch can be
turned on at a time, and the other switch will remain closed [174]. STSS provides the optimal
solution in any types of short voltage interruption and disturbance within a few milliseconds to
a few cycles.
Transformer Tap Changer: Tap changer offers voltage regulation by changing coils at
primary/secondary side in accordance with the grid voltage level. Transformer taps are slower
as compared with other voltage regulation techniques but able to withstand voltage changes in
a longer period of time. The transformer tap changer is often paired with other PQ compensation
devices in maintaining the voltage stability of the grid. A tap changer could only provide
over- and undervoltage regulation when there is excessive generation of high-penetration RES
interconnected on the grid system.
Maximum power point tracker (MPPT): MPPT is also one of the strategies in maximizing the output
power of the renewable sources and at the same time, preventing voltage fluctuation problems.
Two conventional methods that have been commonly used are the perturb and observation (P&O)
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and incremental conductance method, which can detect the voltage and current from the PV
to track the maximum power point of the solar generation [175]. With the current research on
a more robust application, especially in dealing with external disturbance from the PV, a more
sophisticated control strategy is proposed on the MPPT controller, such as the sliding mode control,
which is able to outperform its predecessor in terms of yielding a higher output power, increasing
conversion efficiency, and achieving a lower harmonic reduction [95,176]. MPPT ensures that
the PV could operate at its maximum power in any PQ disturbances on the events of voltage
fluctuation caused by intermittency and high penetration of PV.
•
Grid-Feeding Configuration: Through a proper configuration of a converter integrated into
the grid system, a systematic energy management of fossil fuel and renewable generation
could be achieved. In cases such as the distributed generation (DG), it is essential to have a
strategical energy dispatch method to fully utilize the generation potential of RE sources and at
the same time it indirectly prevents the effect of over- or undervoltage. At the moment, there are
two control strategies of a grid-feeding topology, which are the voltage-oriented control (VOC)
and direct power control (DPC) [177]. By implementing a power dispatch control strategy in
the distribution network, as shown in Figure 17, it would maximize the generation output of
the DG by controlling the power flow of the main source by using converters through charging
or discharging of the DC link. Grid feeding could resolve over- and undervoltage problems by
performing power dispatching within the main grid, which stores the main grid supply into the
DC link if there is excess generation from the RES and discharges is when the grid is encountering
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5.6. Future Recommendations for the Malaysian Distribution Network/Distributed Generation
In Sections 2–4, a review was conducted on the trends and power quality issues within the
Malaysian distribution network or distributed generation. Next, an extensive analysis was conducted
on the current issues, challenges, and suggestions in deploying renewable energy within the
distribution grid as reference to Sections 5.1–5.5. To embrace the upcoming technology, such as
the electrical vehicle (EV) or smart grids, in years to come, there are a few recommendations that can
be considered to improve the performance, security, and stability within the Malaysian distribution
network/distributed generation.
•

•

•

•

The growth of renewables in Malaysia will be increasing tremendously in the future. With a proper
scheduling and planning in power dispatch by the grid operator, it would reduce energy security
risks and power quality issues, and at the same time, maximizing the generation of RE sources in
the Malaysian distribution grid system.
A power flow study should be conducted in all grid systems before and after the deployment of
RE or equipment. The reason is to prevent any possible risk of voltage instability within the grid
system. At the moment, only the transmission grid systems (132, 275, and 500 kV) in Malaysia are
frequently being analyzed as the non-linearity (reactive element) of the system is much higher
compared to the distribution system level (33, 11, and 0.4 kV). With the deployment of a few
renewable sources in the current distribution grid system, it would be insignificant to do so.
However, as the number increases, it would cause a compelling effect in power quality issues
within the grid. Through power flow study, it could also optimize the deployment of power
correction devices in terms of cost and size reduction.
Presently, there is not much work on combining two detection schemes (hybrid-detection scheme)
to fit it into a single system. Current works that is related to hybrid-detection schemes are mostly on
fuzzy logic and data-driven techniques, such as ANN [178,179] or GA [180]. Through an in-depth
computation and analysis of the detection scheme, it will contribute to a faster computational
process and achieve a better optimization in the classification of fault and intermittency, variation
of the controller’s parameter, and a faster clearance time of power compensation devices.
To consider the deployment of any new technology in the Malaysian grid system, standards,
guidelines, and grid code should be consistently revised and proposed beforehand to check
on the permissible tolerance of the equipment in order to prevent any possible damage in the
grid network. As an example, the technology advancement of EV is still immature in Malaysia.
Considering the applications in EV, such as vehicle-to-grid (V2G) or wireless charging stations,
it will need a more extensive review on the current electrical standard to prevent any possible
damage from happening in the grid system. Similarly, in the smart grid, there will be newer
standards of security and data protection to prevent any possible threat or attack from hackers.

6. Conclusions
A comprehensive study on the distributed generation is mentioned and discussed in the following
studies above:
•

•

Fossil fuel generation would not be a long-term solution to electrical generation in years to
come. In overcoming the energy security concerns, a sustainable and cleaner technology is
proposed to improve the cost effectiveness and capacity reduction on the fossil fuels through
renewable generation.
In a distribution system or a distributed generation, the assurance to deliver uninterrupted power
is one of the objectives in maintaining the grid stability and at the same time to improve the
lifespan of the equipment. Through relevant power quality standards and regulations, this would
minimize any possible disturbance or tripping to happen within the grid. In certain unavoidable
conditions, such as faults or climate change, power quality issues should be handled properly to
reduce the risk of voltage collapse in the distribution grid.
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On power quality-related problems, it can be solved by recommending suitable voltage and power
quality devices with a distinctive control scheme to subdue the effects on the PQ-related problems,
such as voltage disturbance, harmonics, and power factor.

Therefore, this review has addressed several challenges and constraints, and provided sufficient
suggestion in hopes to anticipate as rapid development of distributed generation in Malaysia.
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